Pune, August 2014

Cold Chain Technology Group
introduced by Easia

The Cold Chain Technology Group is a co-operation of
Dutch companies, initiated specifically for the Indian
market and offering innovative and world class cold
chain solutions. The office of CCTG is located in Pune. In the
course of this year we expect the group to expand with
a few more companies.
Easia India Associates, based in the Netherlands, is the
initiator and moderator of the Cold Chain Technology
group. Present participants being RibbStyle, Salco and
Smeva Group with the companies Geerlofs and Smeva.
The Dutch Cold Chain Industry offers world class quality
products with hands-on practical knowledge. As an
important agricultural country and being a logistic
centre in Europe, Holland has built up a lot of expertise
and experience in cooling and logistics. No country in
the world has more cooling capacity per capita than
Holland. The participants of the Cold Chain Technology
Group distinguish themselves by their excellent
products and skills.
The Cold Chain Technology Group focuses on special
segments like Controlled Atmosphere storages for fruits
such as apples, pears and pommegranates, special
warehouses for flowers and cold storing facilities for
example at airports. Another area is high end retail
counters and solutions.
The Cold Chain Technology Group can translate specific
requirements into the best technical solutions using
high quality expertise, materials and components.
Having had wide international experience the Dutch
companies can implement projects in co-operation with
Indian installers or with Indian manufacturers and
suppliers. Their products have very efficient energy use,
high quality and good longevity. Specialities of the
participants are:

Easia introduced CCTG at
Fresh Produce India. This
yearly conference and
networking event for
importers and exporters of
fresh fruits and vegetables
and business suppliers was
held in Pune on 24-26-th of
April 2014.
India's need for cold storage

India has a huge
backlog for cold storage.
Being one of the world's
biggest producers
of perishable foods, the
available present cold
storage capacity is only
about 10-15% of the
required capacity. The loss of
agricultural produce is high,
with an estimated damage of
INR 133 billion every year,
according to CIPHET.
Another, maybe even bigger
damage is loss of exportopportunity for high value
goods like mangos, bananas,
cut flowers and fish. The
economic development of
India requires a continued
growth of specific cold
storage facilities and
expertise for the immediate

RibbStyle - high quality,
industrial and protective
coatings for gastight and
vapour-proof storages

Salco - produces a wide
range of doors for the
industrial, agricultural and
refrigeration sectors

Geerlofs - turnkey projects
for fresh produce, fruits,
vegetables and flowers
worldwide

future and following decades.
The Dutch companies of the
Cold Chain Technology Group
offer, besides world class
quality products, their
expertise how to treat
different valuable perishables
appropriately and how to
operate efficiently and
energy consciously.
Inquire about our recent
worldwide projects for
example perishable airport
centers, processing plants
and CA storages for apples
and onions.

Smeva - manufactures high
quality and energy- efficient
serve-over-units and
displays for foodstuffs.

Are you interested in the Cold Chain Technology
Group? Please contact

Ravindra Gundawar
ravindra.cctg@gmail.com or M: +91 9822017558
Mayur Pawecha
mayur.cctg@gmail.com

or M: +91 7776015558

The Cold Chain
Technology Group’s
office:
A-9, Tejovalay, Near Cipla
Foundation, Warje, Pune
411058 India
Tel +91 20 2523 0339

Easia India Associates, Kerkeinde 81, 4254LG Sleeuwijk, http://www.easia.nl

